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Chief keef finally rich

2012 Studio Album by Chief KeefFinally RichStudio Album by Chief KeefReleasedDececember 18, 2012This sweet 2011-12Genre Hip hopLength45:14Belle Interscope Glory Boys Producer Rovaun Manuel (exec.) Larry Jackson (exec.) Yang Chop (also exec.) A+ Casa Di K.E. on track Leek-E- Leek Mike made it Nard &amp; B
YGOnDaBeat Young Ravisu Chief Keef Chronology Back From the Dead(2011) Finally Rich (2012) Bang, Pt. 2(2013) Deluxe Edition Covers singles from Finally Rich I Don't Like Released: March 11, 2012 Love Sosa Released: October 18, 2012 Be Hatein' Sober Released: December 12, 2012 Finally Rich is american rapper Chief
Keeffe's debut album. It was published on December 18, 2012 by Glory Boys Entertainment and Interscope Records. The album includes guest appearances from 50 Cent, Wiz Khalifa, Lil Reese, Rick Ross, Young Jeezy, Master P, French Montana and Fat Trel. The album is supported by three successful singles: I Don't Like, Love Sosa
and Hate Bein' Sober. Upon its release, the album will contain generally positive reviews from most music critics. It reached number 29 on the Billboard 200 chart, with first-week sales of 50,000 copies in the U.S. Background Rich was originally scheduled to be released as a mixtape, but later became a feature album. The album was
scheduled for release on November 27, 2012, but was postponed until December 18, 2012. [3] Love Sosa – Chief Keef singles (2012) 30-second sample of the chorus for Love Sosa. Problems jamming this file? See Media Help. I Don't Like starring Lil Reese was released as the album's lead single on March 15, 2012. The song reached
number 73 on the U.S. Billboard Hot 100, number 20 on the R&amp;A songs The hottest B/Hip-Hop, and 15th on the rap charts. He also appeared on Chief Keefe's mixtape Back from the Dead, which was released for free on March 12, 2012. The mixtape was later dominated and made available for purchase on iTunes. On May 1, 2012,
prominent rapper and producer Kanye West remixed a remix starring Fousha Tee, Big Sean and Judkis. The remix appears as the final track on G.O.O.D.'s music compilation album, Cruel Summer. On October 18, 2012, the album was released as the album's second single. The song reached number 56 on the Billboard Hot 100, number
20 on the R&amp;R songs The hottest B/Hip-Hop, and 17th on the rap charts. The video for Love Sosa was released on October 18, 2012. It was later announced that Love Sosa would appear in the video game Grand Theft Auto V.[9] Hate Bein' Sober, released as the album's third single on December 13, 2012. The song features guest
appearances by rappers 50 Cent and Wiz Khalifa. The song culminated in the U.S. Billboard Searches for 16th place. [10] Other songs on September 21, 2012, the video was released for A baline song. On November 10, 2012, the video was released on kobe. On August 15, 2013, the video was released in Citgo. [13] Critical Reception
Professional Ratings Ratings Of Scoring McCordingAllMusic?5.5/10[14]Metacritic62/100[15]ReviewSourceRating ScoresAllMusic[16]Chicago Tribune[17]The Guardian[17]The Guardian 18]The Observer experienced Rolling Stone [22]Spin8/10[23]USA Today[24]XXL3/5[25] Finally Rich received generally positive reviews from music
critics. At Metacritic, which assigns a normalized rating out of 100 mainstream critics' reviews, the album received an average score of 62, based on 17 reviews, indicating generally positive reviews. Randall Roberts of the Los Angeles Times gave the album two and a half stars out of four, saying that landing a week before the big day, the
17-year-old Chicago bully offers infectious moisture to nihilism and anti-hate triads that are as simple and catchy as they are cruel. Musically, however, the album shimmers forcefully, making the dozen songs feel even more dangerous. Greg Cote of the Chicago Tribune gave the album two stars out of four, saying rich finally owes much
to the ominous narratives of Jizzy, Waqa Plooka and Gucci Mane. Keefe's novelty, if you can be called that, is to look even colder than any of his predecessors, unemotional, let alone guilt or remorse. The Guardian's Alex MacPherson gave the album three out of five stars, saying ha, ha, ha: The symbarity of Chicago's 17-year-old rapper
Chief Keefe lands like lead weights on concrete. Setting up a song called Laughter for the Bank in the absence of any joy is entirely in the form of Keefe, who wears his constant face like a badge of pride throughout at last rich and never gives light in. Neil Martinez-Belkin of XXL gave the album an L grade, saying that I Don't Like had not
yet lost its appeal, and much of his album carries the same level of recurring value. So people will like it. People are going to hate this. Chief Kif probably doesn't care anyway. He's 17, and he's finally rich. Jesse Fairfax of HipHopDX gave the album three out of five stars, saying that a fair assessment could see its dangerous nature as a
product of its surroundings rather than a simple glorification of injustices, with the finally wealthy creating entertainment out of hopelessness. Having taken off in a short period of time while growing into adulthood, immaturity is certainly a big part of his shtick, but most importantly Keefe's rise raises a mirror to destructive socioeconomic
conditions too often drifting under the rug. Pitchfork's Jason Green gave the album a score of 7.5 out of 10, saying Rich finally enjoyed some professional changes to the mix, but otherwise leaves Keefe's sound unchanged. And in addition to success In its own terms, it proves that Keane has a lot of potential - far more than his opponents
had hoped. Jesse Cataldo of Slant magazine gave the album two stars out of five, saying that Keefe's debut, finally rich, begins with a breathless tantrum that, with a slight change in subject matter, can be reasonably aimed at the parent rather than the audience. This tone of manic and nervous immaturity persists throughout, whether
enthusiastic about dog or snitches or detailing the contours of a ready-made abundance he robotically aspires to. Jordan Sargent of Spin gave the album an 8 out of 10, saying that he could forever be known as a child whose videos depict children waving guns, but you don't know it from his bow Interscope: he no longer asks for it to be
his calling card. Instead, as the stream of controversy continues to spiral around him, Keefe has written an album set as one of rap's most rewarding pop stars. Now's Enofa Mistry gave the album two out of five stars, saying that perhaps Rich's long-running value will not be found in questioning its moral contents (less glorification of
violence and poverty than lamentation), but in analyzing how we responded to it, and the different socioeconomic realities that make its music resonate for one demographic and voyeuristic pleasure for another. Mike Madden of Consequence of Sound gave the album two and a half stars out of four, saying: If there's one thing we've
learned about Keefe so far, it's that he's done a pretty good job of spinning his own spin on familiar sounds. Ryan Reed of Paste gave the album five out of 10, saying: Keefe has a lot of raw talent and compelling real-life drama to draw from, and with Young Chop, he found one of hip-hop's most exciting new production talents. Rolling
Stone's Nick Katucci gave the album three out of five stars, saying that rap with his influential slur and builder's pace on rolling beats, mid-speed, Keefe (who was criticized for mocking a murder victim, his opponent, on Twitter) seemed unmistaidly confident but deeply directionless. The effect is mesmerizing, and a little scary. David
Jeffries of AllMusic gave the album two and a half stars out of five, saying: In the end, it's raw, irresponsible, unforgiving and often contagious, but the controversial Finally Rich is not a step forward in any count. Consider this the most culpable pleasures, if considered at all. Kitty Empire of The Observer awarded the album three out of five
stars, in which she said that his debut, Finally Rich, compiled a slew of his songs that made the rounds, with a handful of new songs. It's unfortunate, elementary and sammy is still completely unennable. [20] Accolades Spin ranked it #14 on the list of the 40 best hip-hop albums of 2013. Pitchfork ranked the Bonus Track Citgo in 56th
place List of the top 100 songs of 2013. They also ranked #82 on the 2010-14 Best Albums list. The album reached number 29 on the Billboard 200 chart, with first-week sales of 50,000 copies in the U.S. As of March 27, 2013, the album had sold 152,000 copies in the United States. On July 23, 2018, the album was awarded gold by the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) for sales of more than 500,000 copies. [36] No.TitleWriter(s)Producer(s)Length1. Love Sousa Keith Cozart Tyree Pittman Young Chop4:062. Hallelujah Cozart Pittman Young Chop3:023. I Don't Like (starring Lil Reese) Cozart Tavares Taylor Pittman Young Chop4:554. No tomorrow
Cozart Michael Williams Ashton A+ Hogan Mike did it + (co.) 3:105. Hate being sober (including 50 Cent and Wiz Khalifa) Cozart Pittman Curtis Jackson cameron Tomasz Young Chop4:406. KK, Cozart Kevin Ardo K.E. on track 3:077. Laughing at Cozart Bank Brandon YGOnDaBeat Sum YGOnDaBeat3:478. Diamonds (featuring French
Montana) Cozart Pittman Karim Harbuch Young Chop3:059. Ballin Cozart Calic Alec E. Alec Lawrence Alec y Yank3:3810. Get Me (starring young Jizzy) Cozart Carl Casa Dee Dixon J. Jenkins Casa D4:0411. 3Hunna (starring Rick Ross) Cozart Pittman William Roberts II Young Chop3:2912. Finally Rich Cozart Pittman Young Chop4:08
Length:45:14 Deluxe Edition (Bonus Tracks)No.TitleWriter(s)Producer(s)Length13. Sitgo Cozart Radoslav Raviso Young Raviso 3:1314. Kobe Cozart Pittman Young Chop3:3115. They have bands Cozart Sum YGOnDaBeat3:24 Length:55:24 iTunes Bonus Store trackNo.TitleProducer(s)Length16. Irrational (Featuring Master P and Fat
Terrell)Lil Keis4:18 Length:59:40 Best Buy Edition Deluxe Edition Bonus TracksNo.TitleWriter(s)Producer(s)Length17. Savage, Cozart Bernard Rosser Brandon Rekley Nard and B3:0218. Don't Know Dem Cozart Pittman Young Chop4:00 Length:62:07 Writing notes and production credits are according to the album brochure. Personnel
credits for finally rich have been adapted from music. [37] 50 Cent – Artist Featured in A+ – Producer Ray Alba – Publication Gretchen Anderson – Producer Chris Belman – Mastering Natalie Besharat – A&amp;A R Chris Cheney – Engineer, Main Mixing Keef – Lead Artist Kevin KD Davis – Mixing Casa Dee – Producer Kevin Erondu –
Producer Kevin KE on the track Erondu – Producer Jeff Forney – French Montana Photography – Featuring Artist Alicia Graham – A&amp;A R Stephanie Hsu – Creation James Hunt – Engineer Larry Jackson – Executive Producer Tiffany Johnson – Marketing Leek E Leek – Producer Lil' Reese – Artist Featuring Rovaun P Manuel –
Executive Producer Justin Massa – Creative Coordinator Alex Ortiz – Engineer Peeda Pan – Management Will Ragland Directing Art, Design W. Roberts – Composer Rick Ross – Artist Daniel Shaa – Photography Mike Snodgrass – Marketing Coordinator Mike Will Did It – Producer Wiz Khalifa – Artist Young Chop – Engineer, Executive
Producer, Producer Young Jeezy – Artist Featured Charts (2012) Record Location USA Billboard 200[38] 29 USA Top R&amp;Amp; B/ Hip Hop Albums (Billboard)[39] Top 5 U.S. Rap Albums (Billboard)[39] Top 5 U.S. Rap Albums (Billboard)[39] 40] 2 Certified Units/U.S. Certification Sales (RIAA)[36] Gold 500,000 Sales+Streaming Data
Based on Certification Data Only ^ North, Mr. (November 12, 2012). The album cover Chief Kif is finally rich. Miss Info. ^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Horace. On August 23, 2013, he edited August 23, 2013. [Editing, October 24, 2012, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize,
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Hotnewhiphop.com^ On May 1, 2012, on May 1, 2012, on May 1, 2012, it took place on May 1, 2012. Listen: Kanye West and friends remix chief Kif I don't like. Billboard. Prometheus Global Media. [Editing, August 24, 2012, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
After receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. January 1, 2013. In 2006, after receiving his award, he resigned as ceo of the company. ^ On December 11, 2012, the company's 2012 held in 2012. On January 3, 2013, 2006, after receiving the ^^^^ Nobel Peace Prize, Saxon was awarded the Nobel Peace



Prize, Saxon, on January 3, 2013. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Worldstarhiphop.com. 2012-09-21. ^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. From you rap. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. From you rap. ^ In 2006, after
receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Is there any music from Tama? January 6, 2020, January 6, 2020. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Meta-critical. [Editing, December 23, 2012, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on December 11, 2012 took place on December 11, 2012. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on January 3, 2013 took place on January 3, 2013. Chief Keefe: Finally Rich - Review. [Editing, October 24, 2013 on December 11, 2012 took place on December 11, 2012. Review: Chief Kip's 'Finally Rich'
lands by force. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on January 6, 2013, Empire. [Editing, October 24, 2013 on December 18, 2012 took place on December 18, 2012. [Editing, 24 2012 On December 31, 2012, the company's 2012 thy program took place. Finally rich. Rich. Stone. [Editing, December 28, 2012 on December 20, 2012 took place on
December 20, 2012. [Editing, October 24, 2013 on December 19, 2012 took place on December 19, 2012. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on December 18, 2012, Martinez-Belkin's Thea program was held on December 18, 2012. XXL. Archive from the original on January 1, 2013. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on December 18, 2012 Took
place on December 18, 2012 took place on December 18, 2012. Hip-DX on January 31, 2013, january 31, 2013, edited January 31, 2013. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on December 18, 2012 took place on December 18, 2012. [Editing, December 24, 2012, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
Nowtoronto.com^ On December 19, 2012, an album review was held on December 19, 2012. The result of sound. [Editing, December 24, 2012 on December 18, 2012 took place on December 18, 2012. [Editing, December 24, 2012, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Chief Keefe, Finally Rich
(GBE/Interscope) – Chief Keefe – 28. Spin. ^ In 2013, 100 songs took place. pitchfork.com^ In 2012, after completing the season on December 23, 2012, hip-hop album Hip-DX took place on September 23, 2013. [Editing, December 27, 2012 in 2013, after finishing the season in 2013, the company held a sale on hip-hop album Hip-DX.
On August 23, 2013, august 23, 2013, it held August 23, 2013. [Editing, March 20, 2013 in 2006, After winning the World Championship in 2008, the band's desalination program was held in 2006.  In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. All the music. ^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Billboard. ^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Billboard. ^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Billboard. ^^^ in 2015, after the
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